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□　a course taught by  a teacher with practical experience

On practical contents related to class

■　using languages other than Japanese

□problem-solving-learning in cooperation with 

external organizations based on agreements

■　discussion,debate

■　group work

■　presentation

□　practical training,fieldwork

Code 10401

Class name The world and Asia Japan

Semester 2nd Lecture target 1

Languag

Unit Classification Elective Unit count 2

Charge teacher MoonsangLEE

Category

Class style

Class time

NO.

Professional career-experienced instructures

Active learning elements

Class outline,goal

・In order to understand the modern history after World War II, I will use newspapers, lectures by

experts, books, and VCRs.

・In order to understand the wars and conflicts that have occurred between nations, we will exchange

opinions on the causes behind them.

・In order to deepen the understanding of the ever-increasing number of refugees in the world, the

students will be able to understand the position of each country.

・To explore minority issues in the world, the front and back of globalization, and issues of racism.

Class plan

1.Guidance

Guidance

How to proceed with the class

Points to keep in mind when taking the course

Guide to the textbook

2. International news and issues between nations

Each group will choose its own theme for discussion on international news and issues between nations

that interest them.

　(Examples of themes)

・The current situation in Afghanistan

・Background of the conflict between nations

・The Cold War and the fall of the Berlin Wall

・Absurdity in the world

・Minorities and racial discrimination

・Issues between Japan and China and Korea

　

３．South and North Korea ("The Korean War and Beyond") (1)

　"About the following in "The Korean War and Beyond

　・"The Korean War and Beyond

　・The division of the Korean Peninsula into North and South.

　・Invasion of North Korea - Outbreak of the Korean War

　・Counterattack by UN forces
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Grading method

Class rules

1.Guidance

Guidance

How to proceed with the class

Points to keep in mind when taking the course

Guide to the textbook

2. International news and issues between nations

Each group will choose its own theme for discussion on international news and issues between nations

that interest them.

　(Examples of themes)

・The current situation in Afghanistan

・Background of the conflict between nations

・The Cold War and the fall of the Berlin Wall

・Absurdity in the world

・Minorities and racial discrimination

・Issues between Japan and China and Korea

　

３．South and North Korea ("The Korean War and Beyond") (1)

　"About the following in "The Korean War and Beyond

　・"The Korean War and Beyond

　・The division of the Korean Peninsula into North and South.

　・Invasion of North Korea - Outbreak of the Korean War

　・Counterattack by UN forces

Evaluation will be based on the following points

1) Attitude toward the class (20/100)

2) Presentation of opinions in class (20/100)

(3) Content of reports submitted for assignments (60/100)	

Assigned books

In the class, we will use visual materials and DVDs to understand the world situation. In addition, the

following books will be referred to.

・Hiroshima Private University, Faculty of International Studies, Contemporary Asia Study Group

(2008), Change and Continuity in Contemporary Asia, Sairyusha

・Arc Communications (ed.) (2016, 2017, 2018 editions) "Naruhodo chapbook Sekai" (The World),

Shobunsha

Akira Ikegami (2014), Shame on You if You Don't Know: The Great Problems of the World, Kadokawa

Shinsho, etc.

Classroom equipment

Video (video/PC/other image materials)
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Grading Criteria

Improvements from the results of the previous year's class evaluation questionnaire

As a review, summarize the main points of the contents of the class in a report and submit it (about 30

minutes). As preparation for the next class, do some research on the assigned topics before attending

the class. (about 30 minutes)

Please feel free to knock on my lab (Building 8) during 1st and 2nd period on Mondays.

I was not able to proceed as planned regarding the status of preparation and review. In the next

session, I would like to focus on the evaluation of the assignments.

Evaluation will be based on the following points

1) Attitude toward the class (20/100)

2) Small report to be submitted after each lecture (30/100)

3) Content of reports (50/100)

Feedback method

I were not able to sufficiently address the status of preparatory study and review. In the next year, Iwill

try to make the assignments easier to understand and encourage students to prepare for and review

the assignments.

Note

Be sure to review and take an interest in different cultures.

Bring your own notebook.

Office hour
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